
The Rains
by Gregg Andrew Hurwitz
When the adults in their community suddenly transform into

ferocious, inhuman beings, Chance and his older brother, Patrick,

take refuge with other kids in the community's school, where they

attempt to discover the source of the plague before Patrick's 18th

birthday arrives.

Scariest Stories Ever Told
by Roberta Simpson Brown
An anthology of spooky stories, divided into such categories as

"Something's Not Safe at School," "Shadows in the Woods and by the

Water," "Welcome to Your New Home," Don't Stray Too Far from

Home," and "Better Not Mess with What's Best Left Alone."

Teen Frankenstein
by Chandler Baker
Getting into a terrible car accident that kills another person, scientific

genius Tor Frankenstein of modern-day Hollow Pines, Texas, brings

the victim back to life, with unexpected consequences at her high

school.

Shutter
by Courtney Alameda
Seventeen-year-old Micheline Helsing is a tetrachcromat, able to see

ghosts in color and capture them on film, but when a routine hunt

goes awry, Micheline is infected with a curse known as a soulchain

and if she is unable to exorcise the entity in sevendays, she will be

destroyed, body and soul.
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And the Trees Crept In
by Dawn Kurtagich
Arriving in their aunt's blood-colored, cursed manor, sisters Silla and

Nori wonder at dark secrets and the identity of people who nobody

else can see while the surrounding woods creep closer and closer,

trapping them away from the outside world.

As I Descended
by Robin Talley
Tapping a dark power to prevent the favorite candidate of a

distinguished educational prize from winning, school power couple

Maria and Lily unleash fatal energies that blur the lines between

reality and madness.

The Asylum novellas
by Madeleine Roux
Three novellas set in the world of the best-selling Asylum series

includes the stories of a scholar's twisted secret society, a college

student's job with human bone traffickers and a nurse's encounters

with Brookline Asylum's unorthodox practices.

Burning
by Danielle Rollins
Months away from her release from juvenile detention, Angela meets

a 10-year-old newcomer and wonders about the crimes of such a

young inmate before sinister events reveal that Angela and her

friends are in terrible danger.

The Dead Girls of Hysteria Hall
by Katie Alender
Murdered by the angry spirit of a mentally ill woman who lived in her

house when it was an insane asylum, Delia, now a ghost, meets the

ghosts of other trapped teens before learning that her bereaved

sister is being targeted.

The Greatest Zombie Movie Ever
by Jeff Strand
Hoping to make something epic after their first YouTube movie flop,

Justin and his filmmaking buddies plan a fantastic zombie film

starring a beautiful actress only to have their efforts hampered by a

one-month timeline and uncooperative extras.

Harmony House
by Nic Sheff
Relocating with her mentally ill father to the Jersey Shore in the

aftermath of her alcoholic mother's death, Jen learns the creepy

history of the manor house that becomes her new home and

experiences strange visions that compel her to escape a past she

didn't know was haunting her.

House of Furies
by Madeleine Roux
Escaping from her harsh school before taking work as a maid in a

northern England boarding house, Louisa gradually realizes that her

mysterious employer and his staff execute cruel judgments on the

guests.

The Killing Jar
by Jennifer Bosworth
When she was 10 years old, Kenna discovered that she had the

ability to drain the life from another human being, and ever since, she

has been afraid to touch anyone—but when she uses that power to

save her mother and twin sister from an attacker, her mother finally

reveals the secret origin of her power and Kenna is forced to choose

between the Kalyptra and a human life.

Night Magic
by Jenna Black
Returning to the quarantined city of Philadelphia, where a dark

magical force terrorizes the streets every night, Jenna Black

struggles to help a teen overcome by Nightstruck indifference break

free in order to save the city.
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